In this paper we are going to present a monitoring approach of dynamic systems by using the hybrid automaton. At first we shall use the linear hybrid automatons, in continuation we are going to enrich our monitoring method by using the rectangular hybrid automatons. This work is based on the observation of the dynamic evolution of these systems, and activates an alarm if there is any infringement of the constraints which theirs are applied. The monitoring system, we propose, makes it possible to detect this infringement as soon as possible thanks to the reachability analysis. Our monitoring method will be applied to real physical systems.
INTRODUCTION
Monitoring is an essential tool which accompanies henceforth every industrial system. Indeed the temporal constraints and the quality standards made the follow-up of the process evolution in real-time a necessity. It is very important to know if the manufacturing product will be finalized for the deadlines or not. Generally the used mechanism for monitoring the system constraints are based on watchdog which detect a fault if the dysfunction is produced early or late with respect to the time interval [14] [15] . These Traditional techniques of monitoring wait for the end of the process execution to establish if yes or not there was dysfunction. The constraints applied in systems define what we call acceptable behaviour. It is necessary to establish a mechanism of monitoring which announces as soon as possible to the operator that the system deviates from its acceptable behaviour [1] [6] [17] . It is often the case between the theory and the practice there is frequently a divergence, these systems under real operation do not work as expected. Indeed a dysfunction can appear, the causes of this faulty operation are varied; occurrence of a failure, a bad decision of the control system or an erroneous indication of the sensors [10] [3] . The purpose of a monitoring system used on an industrial process, is to emit an alarm by analyzing the information sent out by the captors or signals coming from the command process ( Figure 1 ). The issue of the monitoring of industrial systems has been dealt with in several works; both on the continuous systems [6] and on systems with discreet event and hybrid systems [13] . Very few works, however, are to be found on dynamic hybrid systems. The major issue we are concerned with here consists in studying a system in real time that is able to develop in several different functioning processes. Each of these processes having a distinct evolution dynamics. A system's dynamics can be represented in various ways. More the dynamic is complex; the formal analysis possibilities are more weak. In this paper we will present two approaches; in the first we consider that the system can evolve in different ways of functioning: The first one is the initial mode where the parameters are initialized to zero; the second is the normal mode where we have an evolution with the preestablished nominal parameters. From the normal state, several modes of dysfunctions are possible; each one has its own dynamics. This approach is based on linear hybrid automaton as modelling tool.
The second approach is based on the rectangular hybrid automaton (RHA), she allows us to model systems more complex than those who are modelled by the first approach.
MONITORING BY USING LINEAR HYBRID AUTOMATON

System behavior
We consider a monitoring system including several functioning ways; initial mode, normal mode and the mode i of dysfunction. Each mode is defined by a distinct dynamics. In figure 2 , the mode i is represented in a generic way. We define variables x and y which are observable parameters, they are in the monitoring system and describe the state of the system. The variable x represents the duration of total execution of the process. The variable y reflects the state of the process's progress. The execution of the process is correctly made if; 1) the variable x must be included in the interval [Į, ȕ] (acceptable duration) and 2) the task was carried out y = į (end value į).
Figure 2. System in three states
During its evolution the process can commutate of the normal mode towards the dysfunction mode i according to the occurrence of the events (c i , r i ). These events are supposed to be observable. This passage is also governed by constraints which evolve in permanence. These constraints are dependant of the various parameters. A return to the initial state is possible from the mode i if the process ended its execution while respecting the constraints on variables x and y. Figure 3 illustrate the behaviour of the process by a chronogram. 
LHA, Model and analysis
There are several tools for the modelling of the dynamic discrete events systems. And some of them are automatons and Petri nets [7] . We chose the linear hybrid automaton because of its capacity of formal analysis [5] [9].
A hybrid automaton is a formal model which operates by alternation of continuous steps and discrete steps. In the progression of the continuous part, the state variables and the time evolve in a linear way. And in discrete part several discrete and instantaneous transitions can be crossed. Thus, the discrete changes are described by an automaton of finished state and the continuous dynamics by a set of variables and continuous equations.
A linear hybrid automaton is a 7-tuple H = (L, X, A, Ȉ, dif, Inv, l 0 ) [2] where: -L: is a finite set of location, -X: is a finite set of positive real-valued -A: is a finite set of arcs. a = (l, į, ı, R, l') Ӈ A is the arc between the locations l and l 0 , with the guard į, the label name ı and the set of stopwatches to reset R.
-Ȉ : is a finite set of labels, -dif: function associating with each location l Ӈ L a set of continuous behaviours, Dif(l) :
-Inv: maps an invariant to each location, -l 0 : is the initial location.
We present after some techniques which we shall use to calculate the spaces of the reachable states [16] . The state of an automaton is defined by the pair (L, E), L is a location of the automaton and E is its time state space, When the system reaches the location L n the active counter have several values, all these values defines the time of the location L n : a n E . An automaton has two possibilities of evolution from the location L n : -Stay in the same location whereas the time passes by, the space of reachable state of this evolution is called continuous successor Suc t .
) (
All the reachable states since any state E n is called discreet successor of the region E n : Suc d .
This analysis method is called forward analysis.
We also define the backward analysis method which allows calculating the predecessors of every region. The concept of continuous predecessor is dual with that of continuous successor. By letting the time progress any state E from which we can reach a given state Q is considered as a continuous predecessor of this state if we stay in the same location.
We note:
Also the concept of discrete predecessor is dual with that of discrete successor.
Process modeling
To model the behaviour of the process of figure 2, we use a model of automaton who is composed of three states in addition to the alarm mode [12] . To simplify the One notes E 2 = Suc d ( a E 2 ).This calculation is made by using the software PHAVER [8] .
In our case one obtains:
Backward analysis
To eliminate the trajectories which do not correspond to a correct execution, We carries out a back analysis starting from the area D, which represents the behaviour of the process executed correctly, in an other words who checks the final constraints described by the inequalities:
We calculate the space A which will enable us to reach the area D by the backward analysis method. It consists in reversing the automaton and making a forward analysis. Space A (Fig. 4.b) is described by the following inequality:
To obtain the space characterizing the correct evolution of the system, we calculate the area E which is the intersection of the areas E 2 and E' 2 ( Fig. 4.c) . 
MONITORING BY USING RECTANGULAR HYBRID AUTOMATON
RHA, Model and analysis
The continuous dynamics analysis of the dynamic hybrid systems is complex. It is why we concentrated on the study of a subclass of hybrid dynamic systems, modelled by rectangular hybrid automatons, checking numbers of conditions. This model allows approximating the dynamics of the continuous behaviour of the system, under the use of conditions dealing with rectangular flows of the shape x Ӈ [Į, ȕ]. [10] where:
Definition 1: A Rectangular hybrid automaton is a 7-tuple (Q, X, Ȉ, E, inv, flux, init, M)
• Q = {q 1 ,…, q k } is finite set of location,
• X is a finite set of real variables,
• Ȉ is a whole of events, As mentioned above in this paper, generally the study of a system modelled by a rectangular hybrid automaton is based on the reachability analysis of the automatons states. To know if a region R is reachable since a region R 0 , two methods can be used; the forward analysis and the backward analysis [11] .
A region (or a symbolic state) of an RHA is represented by a pair ¢q, z², where q corresponds to a location of automaton and z a region of the space of continuous state, represented by a polyhedron. We shall demonstrate afterward that the intersection of trajectories obtained with the forward analysis method and those obtained with the backward analysis will give all the trajectories which characterize the normal evolution of the functioning of system.
Process modelling
The general structure of a monitoring model is a rectangular hybrid automaton given in Figure 5 . In this figure the modes correspond to the normal functioning. There is a guard between every location of a normal functioning towards the failure location; this guard is given by the expression: ∀i∈ [1, n] Gd i = I i , With I i the invariant concerning every location i. Figure 6 .
Figure. 6. Space state by the forward analysis and spaces state of normal functioning,
Hypothesis: There is a region E i ∈ {E Nor , E Av } such as post (E i ) = E j ∉ E Nor , i.e. one of the E i successors is not included in region E nor . The successor of the region E j will be the region E k and the successor of this one will be E j . It is a system blocked in several states only. According to this hypothesis there is no trajectory bringing the system of the state E j to a state of the normal functioning E Nor . For this fact the system is not considered as in a livelock.
As proved above, space of states calculated by the forward analysis is not sufficient to characterize the space of the states of the normal functioning. The monitoring model RHA is not in livelock evolution, sooner or later the system will enter a restricted sub-space where it cannot go out of it any more (Fig. 7) .
Figure 7. Blocking of the RHA in a subspace
In this sub-space, transitions cannot be crossed, and thus crates behaviour different from the normal functioning. The space of states calculated by the backward analysis method is determined from a final state belonging to the normal functioning and by inverting the transitions arcs of the RHA model.
Let E F the region defined by ¢q f , z f ² (Fig.8) ; E F is the final state of normal functioning. Predecessors of E F belong to E AR . E AR is the space of states calculated by the backward analysis method. Hypothesis: one of the predecessors of E f is the region E i and E 0 the initialized start space ¢q 0 , z 0 ² of the normal functioning is not a predecessor of E i . This hypothesis allows us to conclude that the space obtained by the backward analysis method is not enough to define the space of the normal functioning. The space of the normal functioning state is defined such as every region in this space it is at the same time a successor and a predecessor of another region belonging to this space. The E Nor space calculated by the relation E Nor = E AV ∩ E AR satisfies this condition. 
ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE
In this section, we'll show the relevance of our modelling and monitoring approach by an isolated transmission system. The function of this system is to collect data and then to send them. The sending of data is dependant on the power consumption as well as the emission's rate. The transmission mechanism can adopt two states of functioning; the state "On" and the state "Off". During state "Off" the system puts itself in loading mode and during the sending phase it is in energy consumption mode. The model RHA of the system is developed in Figure 8 .
To characterize the functioning of the system, we use three variables h, x and y. h variable represents time of emission; indeed we consider that data emission is limited on time. Variable x represents the energy reserve contained in the system, to transmit suitably data; the system has to have an included energy stock between x min and x max . The values of this interval are deduced from the physical constraints of the system. x min represents the minimal value of the energy below which the system would be unable to work. x max indicates the maximum limit of energy which the system could store. Variable y expresses the emitted quantity of data.
The dynamic of the variables h, x and y are: -h : it represents the operating condition of the system "On" or "Off".
-x : represents the rate of energy consumption; we adopt a positive dynamics during phase "Off" of the system and negative dynamics are used to reflect the decrease of energy quantity during the functioning.
-y : represents the rate of data emission. The transmission system can evolve in 5 ways of functioning. Initially the system in mode 0 is loading, from there it can evolve in mode 1 when the quantity of stored energy reaches the authorized superior limit or towards the others modes (mode 2, mode 3 and mode 4). The function assigned to this system is to emit a series of data of size y=20 in a period which does not exceed h = 10 t.u. The monitoring system modelled by the Fig. 9 enables us to indicate as soon as possible if transmission is going to be made for the indicated deadlines.
The reachable spaces of variables x and y are respectively represented in Figure10.a and in Figure 10 .b. These spaces were calculated by the software PHAVER [8] . Any trajectory included in these spaces satisfies the constraints of data emission. And any trajectory not belonging to the reachable spaces of x and y is a trajectory which brings the system to a dysfunction. In the Figure 10 .c, we stack two spaces of state; the first one, the reachable states of the variable x and the second (frame) representing the total space of evolution of the variable x. This figure illustrates well the relevance of our approach. Indeed the space which we calculate is much lower than that established by monitoring system already in place. The example of the first trajectory defined by the following orders (St, C 23 , C 34 , C 42 ) is illustrated in Fig.  8 . By using the traditional techniques of monitoring, the alarm starts for h = 6 t.u. The method we propose has allowed in this case time-saver of 0,2 t.u.
CONCLUSION
In this paper we have proposed two monitoring approach of dynamic systems. The monitoring model of this system is based on hybrid automaton. It takes into account the dynamic changes which can show up during the execution of the process while keeping dominant events. The summits of the automaton represent the various dynamics the commanded system can have; the transition between modes of function is synchronized by events related to these various dynamic. The authorized behavior of the system is controlled by variables to which constraints are applied. These constraints expressed by inequalities define the acceptable space of the ordered system evolution.
